IDEAS   AND   BELIEFS
become human reproductive power will always
adjust itself so that food will always be scarce
in relation to population the only means to
deal with this is by moral restraint (i e
chastity or not marrying) vice (i e birth
control methods) or misery (* e starvation)
More specifically Malthus claimed that while
food increases by arithmetical progression
population increases by geometrical progression
It ib true that these gloomy predictions did
not take place in Malthus s time largely owing
to the opening up of new areas of land outside
Europe the development of new techniques m
agriculture the growth of international trade
to poorer areas the increased knowledge of
birth control and developments m medical
science which reduced the misery he had pre
dieted Furthermore we now know that as a
society becomes industrialised its birth rate
tends to fall Nevertheless there are very few
scientists who are not perturbed by the growth
m the world s population which has increased
from about 465 million m 16^0 to over 3 000
million today
Mamchaeism The early Christian apologists who
had not yet acquired an adequate knowledge of
philosophy bad httle intellectual trouble m
dealing with the heathen their trouble arose
when confronted with religions which had a
philosophical basis Thus Gnosticism (qv)
caused them a good deal of concern Neopla
lomsm (see God and Man) rather less since
it could never appeal to the masses and
Mamchaeism considerable anxiety because it
could appeal both to the philosopher and the
misses Mithnism (3 v) the only other
senous contendont was troublesome for a
different reason in that it was the religion of the
Roman army and bore a clo^e resemblance to
Christianity itself
Alamchaeism was an Asiatic religion which
developed from Zoroastiiamsm (q v ) and shows
the influence of Buddhism (q v ) and Gnosticism
(g v ) being founded by Mam a Persian who
was born in Babylonia c 216 a d Mani pre
sented himself to Shapur I as the founder of a
new religion which wab to be to Babylonia what
Buddhism was to India or Christianity to the
West His aspiration was to convert the Bast
and he himself made no attempt to interfere
directly with Christianity although he repre
sented himself as the Paraclete (the Holy Ghost
or Comforter ) and like Jesus had twelve
disciples His success m Persia aroused the
fury of the Zoroaetnan priests who objected to
his reforming zeal towards their religion and m
276 Man! was taken prisoner and crucified
Of Mam s complicated system little can be
said here save that it is based on the struggle
of two eternal conflicting principles God and
matter or light and darkness Like the
Albigenses (who followed much of this heresy)
Mani divided the faithful into two classes the
Perfect who were to practise the moat rigid
asceticism and the Hearers whose discipline
was much less severe After death the former
went to heaven immediately the latter reached
it only through a kind of purgatory and the
unbelievers were doomed to hell Although its
founder had no intention of interfering with the
West after his death his followers soon spread
the religion from Persia and Mesopotamia to
India and China (Mamchaeism flourished m
China until the llth cent) It reached as far
as Spam and Gaul and influenced many of the
bishops in Alexandria and in Carthage where
for a time St Augustine accepted Mamchaeism
Soon the toleration accorded It under Constan
tine ended and it was treated as a heresy and
violently suppressed Yet it later influenced
many heresies including as we have seen the
Albigenses and it even had some Influence on
orthodox Catholicism which had a genius for
picking up elements in other religions which had
been shown to appeal to worshippers provided
they did not conflict unduly with fundamental
beliefs
Maoism is the branch of communism that reigns
in China It has been shaped by one of the
most remarkable statesmen of modern times
Mao Tse tung who has set the pattern of revo
lution for poor peasant societies The com
munist movement may be likened to a river
MAIL-MAO	J3O
or even death to the real person Magic is
retarded by oome as a form of eaily science in
that man in his efforts to control Nature had
recourbc to magical practices when the only
methods he knew had failed to bring the desired
resulfs It filled a gap By others magic is
reear<kd as an elementary stage in the evolution
of religion It can be said to have served a
purpobe there too Yet magic differs from
religion however closely a*, times it may come
to be related with it m this important respect
religion depends upon a power outside and
teynnd human beings whereas magic depends
upon nothing but the casting of a spell or the
performance of i ceremony—the result follows
automatically (We do well as Dr Margaret
Mun iv reminds us to keep in mind that when
anj thing regarded as out of the ordinary course
of n iture is brought about by human means it
as called a miracle if the magician belongs to the
benoider s own religion but it is magic—often
black magic—if the wizard belongs to another
religion In Gnmm s words Miracle is divine
Magic is devilish )
The idea that like produces like is at the
rooto of imitative magic and it is interesting to
note that in. some languages (e g Hebrew and
Arabic) there i& no word for resembles or
siroiHr to Hence one says AE thy gar
meiite ire myrrh instead of are like myrrh
It follows that an event can be compelled by
imitating it One engages in swinging not for
pleasurp but to produce a wind as the swing
does ball games ore played to get rainy weather
because the black ball represents dark ram
clouds other ball games m which one attempts
to catch the ball in a cup or hit it with a stick
represent the sexual act (as some gentlemen at
Lords may be distressed to hear) and bring
about fertility in medicine up till a few cen
turies <igo herbs were chosen to cure a disease
because in some respects their leaves or othet
parts looked like the part of the body affected
(co the common wildflower still known as
eyebnght was used in bathing the eyes
because the flower looks like a tiny eye)
Ti ices of the&e beliefs are still found today in
children & games and the spells accompanying
them have turned into nursery rhymes dolls
are the images of deposed gods or idols tug of
w ir was formerly a sex conflict with men pulling
one end and women the other to bring about
fertility skittles when knocked down by a ball
produced the thunder noise necessary to pro
dute ram There as reason to believe that the
oldest words known in English relics of our pre
historic language are Ena roeua mina mo
of the nursery rhyme
Divination is another aspect of magic and no
general of the past would have gone to war with
out consulting his diviners who referred to
animate livers how the sacred chickens ate or
the way ceremonially shot arrows fell. Even
Cicero wrote a book on divination discussing
the significance of dreams premonitions and
the flight of birds which revealed the purposes
of the gods If we find it difficult to make any
distinction between diviners priests medicine
men rain maJcers shamans and witch-doctors
of early societies we could perhaps say that
they have crystnJlised out into priests scien
tists and humbugs of our own day For It
would appear that magic like witchcraft still
exists today—not merely in the form of
children ft stones and fears or grown upa en
jovment of creepy tales belief in fortune telling
omens and amulets—but as cults attracting
many who ought to have more sense See
Witchcraft Demonism
Malthusianism the theory about population
growth put forward by the Eev Thomas
Malthus (1766-1834) in An JEssay on Poputation
(1798) His three main propositions were
(1) Population is necessarily hmited by means
of subsistence (2) Population invariably
increases where means of subsistence increase
unless prevented by some very powerful and
obvious checks (3) These checks and the
checks which repress the superior power of
population and keep its effects on a level with
the means of subsistence are all resolvable into
moral restraint vice and misery In otner
words no matter how great the food supply may

